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GROUND-STATE PROPERTIES OF BORON-DOPED DIAMONDE. Yu. Zarehnaya a;b*, E. I. Isaev a;**, S. I. Simak , Yu. Kh. Vekilov a,L. S. Dubrovinsky b, N. A. Dubrovinskaia d, I. A. Abrikosov aMosow State Institute of Steel and Alloys (Tehnologial University)119049, Mosow, RussiabBayerishes Geoinstitut, University of Bayreuth95440, Bayreuth, GermanyDepartment of Physis, Chemistry, and Biology (IFM), Linköping UniversitySE-581 83, Linköping, SwedendMineralogishes Institut, University of HeidelbergD-69120, Heidelberg, GermanyReeived Marh 12, 2007Boron-doped diamond undergoes an insulator�metal or even a superonduting transition at some ritial valueof the dopant onentration. We study the equilibrium lattie parameter and bulk modulus of boron-dopeddiamond experimentally and in the framework of the density funtional method for di�erent levels of borondoping. We theoretially onsider the possibility for the boron atoms to oupy both substitutional and inter-stitial positions and investigate their in�uene on the eletroni struture of the material. The obtained datasuggest that boron softens the lattie, but softening due to substitutions of arbon with boron is muh weakerthan due to inorporation of boron into interstitial positions. Theoretial results obtained for substitution ofarbon are in a very good agreement with our experiment. We present a onentration dependene of the lattieparameter in boron-doped diamond, whih an be used for an identi�ation of the levels of boron doping infuture experiments.PACS: 61.05.p, 61.72.S-, 71.20.-b, 74.70.Ad1. INTRODUCTIONDiamond is a wide-band gap semiondutor, whihis well known for its extreme hardness, hemial inert-ness, and high thermal ondutivity. Inreasing inter-est in studies of both doped natural diamonds and high-level doped syntheti diamonds [1℄ is aused by a dis-overy of profound in�uene of dopants on their phys-ial properties. In partiular, doping diamond withboron leads to the insulator�metal transition [2℄. Itwas shown in Ref. [3℄ that the behavior of doped dia-monds an be desribed in terms of one aeptor, andthe boron appeared as a likely andidate for the a-eptor enter. Eletri ondutivity measurements ofdiamond revealed that for boron onentrations higherthan some ritial value n, estimated as 2.21 at.%, the*E-mail: ezarehnaya�yahoo.om**E-mail: eyvaz�isaev�yahoo.om

ondutivity on the metalli side of the transition atlow temperature followed a Tm law. For just-metallisamples, m was found to be 1/3, tending to 1/2 athigher onentrations [2℄. There was some unertaintyin preditions of n above whih metalli ondutionourred [2; 4�7℄.A sharp superonduting transition near 4 Kfor diamond with high boron onentration(nB = 2:27�2.84 at.%) in samples synthesized athigh pressure (8�9 GPa) and high temperature(2500�2800 K) was reently reported in [8℄. Inprevious studies of boron-doped thin �lms, a diret in-�uene of the boron onentration on the hole�phononoupling strength and the superonduting transitiontemperature T was obtained [4�6℄. The phenomenonwas studied theoretially from �rst priniples withinthe so-alled virtual rystal approximation [4; 9; 10℄.892
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nB; at.%
nB; at.%Fig. 1. Relative variation of the lattie parameter inboron-doped diamomd as a funtion of the boron on-entration nB (a0 is the theoretial equilibrium lattieparameter of undoped diamond). Crosses denote ourexperimental results; solid irles and solid squares or-respond to alulated superells with boron at substi-tutional and interstitial positions, respetively. Theexperimental results reported earlier are also shownfor omparison: Æ, 4 � [5℄; � � [14℄; � � [15℄;O � [16℄; � � [17℄. The inset magni�es the low-onentration region for larityThe eletroni struture of boron-doped diamond(BDD) has also been studied using both experimen-tal [6, 7℄ and ab initio superell methods [8, 11℄.X-ray absorption and emission spetrosopy measure-ments for metalli (nB = 0:1 at.%) and semionduting(0.03 at.% B and N) doped diamond �lms have showna metalli partial density of states. From the X-ray ab-sorption spetrum of BDD, the impurity states near theFermi level have been attributed to boron. The experi-mentally observed strong hybridization between boron2p states and arbon 2p states has been supported byalulations, whih used the disrete variational X�method [6℄. In summary, it has been shown experimen-tally that for heavily boron-doped samples, the valeneband near the Fermi level had a degenerate-metal pi-ture in ontrast to the impurity band model [12℄ andthe holes-in-the-valene band model [13℄.

We emphasize that although the doping level is ofruial importane for the properties of BDD, its ex-perimental determination is a nontrivial task. Mostoften, the boron omposition is obtained from the on-entration dependene of the lattie parameter. Butas an be seen from Fig. 1, there is no agreement be-tween the data available in the literature. Experimen-tal data on the dependene of the lattie parameteron the boron onentration in diamonds synthesizedby di�erent methods (high pressure and high temper-ature doping or hemial vapor deposition) and stud-ied by di�erent groups (Refs. [5; 14�17℄) di�er substan-tially from eah other. In Ref. [14℄, a derease in thelattie parameter with an inrease in the boron on-tent up to 0.1 at.% was observed; above this value,the lattie parameter inreased, whih was interpretedas the e�et of inorporation of boron into intersti-tial sites [14℄. In other papers [15; 16℄, only the in-rease in the lattie parameter with the inrease in theboron ontent was reported. The results obtained inRef. [16℄ were ompared with the preditions of Veg-ard's law, whih assumes that hanges in the lattieparameter are proportional to the impurity onentra-tion. This law turned out to perfetly math the behav-ior of the lattie parameter of the BDD for boron on-entrations below 0.15 at.% studied in Ref. [16℄. Sub-sequently, seondary-ion mass spetrosopy was usedin [17℄ for measurements of the boron ontent, whihshowed that the internal strain introdued by substitu-tional boron atoms is smaller than that expeted fromVegard's law. At the same time, there are some uner-tainties in the interpretation of the results of seondary-ion mass spetrosopy and X-ray miroprobe measure-ments. Beause both methods provide the data on thetotal amount of boron in a sample, it is di�ult to dis-tinguish between boron related to BDD and the possi-ble boron-ontaining preipitates [18℄. As a matter offat, the purity of samples is often ontrolled by theX-ray di�ration measurements, whih in many asesdoes not allow deteting a small amount of impurityphases. But their presene in the sample an seriouslya�et the interpretation of seondary-ion mass spe-trosopy and X-ray miroprobe results.Possible aggregation of boron atoms in diamond wasstudied in Ref. [19℄; the authors onluded that a pairof interstitial boron atoms was energetially unstableand should be exluded. Moreover, the pair was not ashallow aeptor in ontrast to the results of ARPES [7℄and X-ray experiments [6℄. At the same time, exper-imental and theoretial studies on�rmed that in thease of BDD with high level of doping, boron atomsould oupy interstitial positions in ontrast to lightly893



E. Yu. Zarehnaya, E. I. Isaev, S. I. Simak et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 4, 2008doped diamond, where boron is believed to substitutearbon atoms [6; 10; 20℄.Based on the disussion above, and in the abseneof onsisteny between available experimental data,we an expet that besides the boron ontent, thereare additional fators (for example, poor stress relax-ation in diamonds synthesized by both high-pressure�high-temperature doping and hemial vapor deposi-tion) that in�uene the unit ell parameter of BDD.This strongly motivates theoretial alulations of theground-state properties of BDD. Although it is unlikelythat theory an aount for all possible fators that in-�uene the properties of BDD, it an supply experimen-talists with helpful information on the ideal ase, whihan be used for the proper interpretation of many in-teresting phenomena (in partiular, superondutivity)observed in BDD.In this paper, we systematially investigate theBDD matrix. We present the results of our ombinedtheoretial and experimental studies of equilibrium lat-tie parameters and bulk moduli of BDD at di�erentboron onentrations. Theoretially, we onsider boronat the substitutional as well as in the interstitial posi-tions, and study its in�uene on the eletroni stru-ture of the material. From the omparison of the the-oretially determined onentration dependene of thebulk modulus with our experimental data we onludethat the model where boron atoms oupy substitu-tional positions is in better agreement with experiment.Our onentration dependene of the lattie parametersalulated for this model an therefore be used for anidenti�ation of the boron doping level in future exper-iments.2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND DETAILSOF CALCULATIONSA series of BDD samples was synthesized usinga high-pressure and high-temperature tehnique de-sribed elsewhere [18, 21℄. The samples were stud-ied by the X-ray powder di�ration method using ahigh-brilliane FRD RIGAKU di�ratometer (MoK�radiation, 60 mA, 55 kV, APEX CCD area dete-tor) [22℄. High-purity gold (99.99995% purity, GoodFellow In.) was used as the internal standard. Un-ertainty in the determined lattie parameters was notworse than 0.0001Å. The ompressibility of one of thesesamples [23℄ was measured using the diamond anvil elltehnique and synhrotron radiation. The hemialomposition and texture of the samples were studiedusing a LEO-1530 sanning eletron mirosope. For

quantitative hemial analysis, a Camebax SX50 mi-roprobe analyzer employing a PAP (Pouhou �Pihoirmethod) orretion proedure was used.In our studies, the doping of diamond by boron wassimulated using a number of superells with up to 64atoms, where one arbon atom was substituted by aboron atom (BC) or one boron atom was loated inan interstitial position (BI). Total energy alulationsfor the superells were performed using the all-elet-ron projetor augmented waves method [24, 25℄ imple-mented in the Vienne ab initio simulation pakage [26℄.Plane waves with the kineti energy up to 400 eV wereused in the expansion of the eletron wave funtion in aperiodi rystal. We also arried out onvergene testswith respet to the ut-o� energy. It was found thatthe total energy alulated for the uto� value 900 eVdi�ered by only 1.2 meV from the one alulated withthe kineti energy uto� 400 eV. Thus, the latter valuewas found to be su�ient for theoretial determina-tion of the lattie parameter. Exhange-orrelation ef-fets were treated by means of the generalized gradi-ent approximation [27℄. Integration over the Brillouinzone was performed by means of the linear tetrahedronmethod with Blöhl's orretion [28℄. The total energyalulations for superells ontaining 8 and 16 atomswere arried out with 8 � 8 � 8 k-point mesh; for 32-and 64-atom superells, the number of k-points in theBrillouin zone was redued to 6 � 6 � 6. The onver-gene of the total energy with respet to k-points wasbetter than 0.5 meV/atom. The Hellman �Feynmanfore theorem was used to minimize the total energywith respet to internal relaxations. Fores ating oneah atom were onverged with tolerane 10�3 eV/Å.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONExperimental and alulated lattie parameters andbulk moduli of pure diamond and BDD as a fun-tion of the boron ontent are shown in Figs. 1�3.From the miroprobe analysis for BDD samples syn-thesized from B4C/C mixture, we obtained the boron-onentration values 1.67(0.71) at.%, 1.77(0.91) at.%,and 2.64(0.58) at.% (averaged over at least 70 datapoints, with standard deviations given in parenthesis).The respetive lattie parameters are 3.57598(12)Å,3.5774(1)Å, and 3.5725(2)Å (Fig. 1). In priniple,angle-dispersive miroprobe analysis allows determin-ing boron ontent quite preisely (within 0.2 at.%),even in the arbon matrix. But as was disussed inRefs. [18, 21℄, signi�ant unertainties in the determi-nation of the boron onentration in BDD are related to894



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 4, 2008 Ground-state properties of boron-doped diamonda ontamination of the material by boron arbides B4Cand B50C2, whih ours in any urrently known high-pressure and high-temperature synthesis experiments.Aording to X-ray powder di�ration, our samplesontain about 2 wt.% of B4C. The eletron miroprobebeam exites about 1 �m3 of the sample material, andunevenly distributed submiron-size grains of arbideresult in signi�ant point-to-point variations of borononentrations.From our ab initio alulations, we obtained thelattie parameter a = 3:573Å and the bulk modu-lus B = 429 GPa for pure diamond using the third-order Birh �Murnaghan equation of state [29℄, in goodagreement with experimental values (a = 3:567Å [30℄and B = 443 GPa [31, 32℄). We have found that thelattie parameter and the bulk modulus are a�eteddi�erently by the boron doping depending on whetherthe boron position in the rystal is substitutional orinterstitial. The lattie parameter of BDD with boronin an interstitial position tends to be larger omparedto the substitutional ase, irrespetive of the superellsize at a given boron onentration nB (see Fig. 1). Forexample, for nB = 3:1 at.% in diamond, the expansionof the lattie is about 0.34% for the substitutional po-sition, whih is in good agreement with the result inRef. [19℄. At the same time, the expansion is about1.9% for a similar onentration of boron plaed in theinterstitial positions. Unfortunately, it is di�ult todiretly ompare theoretial data on the lattie param-eter with the experimental data beause of the totalinonsisteny of the latter.We also ompared our results with Vegard's model.Using experimental values of densities for diamond(3.51 g/m3) and B4C (2.48 g/m3), the molar volumesof the ompounds were obtained. These data were re-alulated to the volumes of unit ells orresponding tothe diamond struture (Fig. 2). A perfet agreementis observed between Vegard's law and the theoretiallyinvestigated dependene of the lattie parameter on theboron onentration for substitutional impurities at lowdoping levels (less than 2 at.%). At higher boron on-entration, ab initio theory predits small negative de-viations of the onentration dependene of the lattieparameter from Vegard's law, as an be seen in Fig. 2.For the substitutional positions of boron impurities,we also found a linear dependene of the bulk moduluson the boron onentration in diamond (Fig. 3). Reentexperimental observations [23℄ suggested small hangesin the bulk modulus in BDD in omparison with purediamond. In fat, the experimentally obtained bulkmodulus of pure diamond is 443 GPa [31, 32℄ versus436 GPa for BDD investigated in Ref. [28℄, whih or-
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nB; at.%Fig. 2. Conentration dependene of the lattie param-eters ratio for boron-doped diamond (a) and diamond(a0), alulated from the �rst priniples for substitu-tionally doped samples (solid �lled irles) and obtainedby Vegard's law (open irles)responds to a weak derease in the bulk modulus byabout 1.58%.We note that the sample examined in that workorresponds to the one denoted by number 3 in ourexperimental results presented in Fig. 1. In view ofa large error in the determination of the boron on-tent, the position of this experimental point in Fig. 3an be loated at the onentration as low as 2 at.%.This gives an estimation of the maximum e�et of theboron doping on the bulk modulus of BDD, whih israther weak. Aording to the results of our alula-tions, the interpolated bulk modulus for substitutionalboron doping at the doping level of 2 at.% is 421 GPa,and the derease in the bulk modulus is only about1.87%, in good agreement with the experiment. On theontrary, the interstitial boron doping leads to a muhlarger derease in the bulk modulus down to 401.5 GPaat the same doping level or by 6.04%. Thus, the alu-lated values of the bulk modulus obtained in the modelwith substitutional boron are in a muh better agree-ment with the experiment. A relatively sharp dereasein the bulk modulus with inreasing boron onentra-tion obtained within the model of interstitially doped895
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300
2000 1284 nB; at.%Fig. 3. Dependene of the bulk modulus on the borononenration. Experimental results obtained in this pa-per are shown with rosses; the error bars for the deter-mination of the boron onentration are the same as inFig. 1. Calulated results of the bulk moduli for BBDwith substitutional (irles) and interstitial (squares)boron impurities are also showndiamond might be onsidered as a onsequene of thephonon softening in the C + BI system. In fat, ourpreliminary alulations show that there are imaginaryfrequenies for some phonon modes of an 8-atom ubidiamond matrix with a ell-entered boron atom. Wenote that the ell was fully optimized with respet tothe ell parameters and atomi oordinates.In Tables 1�3, the e�et of loal atomi relaxationson the lattie parameters and total energies of the in-vestigated systems is presented. We �nd that the idealC�C bond length does not hange onsiderably (Ta-ble 2). In fat, the hange is about 3% of the idealbond length for substitutional boron, and about 2%in the ase of interstitial boron. The relatively smallloal displaements of atoms o� the ideal lattie sitesare in agreement with the results obtained for similarsystems, e. g., (Ga, Mn)As [33, 34℄. But beause bondsare muh sti�er in diamond, the ontribution to the to-tal energy due to loal lattie relaxations is signi�ant(Table 3). The total energy di�erene between relaxedand unrelaxed 64-atom superells with one boron atomin the substitutional position is about �150 meV; for

Table 1. The equilibrium lattie parameter a0 ob-tained from the total energy alulations for BBD inthe substitutional and interstitial impurity positions.The unrelaxed ase, aunrel0 , orresponds to alulationswith all the atoms at the sites of the ideal diamond lat-tie (inluding the interstitial positions). In the relaxedase, arel0 , internal positions in the superell were opti-mized, and therefore the fores ating on all the atomsare nearly zeroSystem nB, at.% aunrel0 , Å arel0 , ÅSubstitutionalB atom 1.563 3.580 3.5803.125 3.586 3.5856.25 3.598 3.59712.5 3.623 3.622InterstitialB atom 1.538 3.609 3.6093.03 3.639 3.6405.88 3.700 3.70311.1 3.820 3.842Table 2. Bond length lB�C between a boron atomand the nearest arbon atom, its hange 4 in om-parison with the ideal ase in absolute values, and therelative hange (in%) alulated for two models, withsubstitutional and interstitial boron atomsSystem nB, at.% lB�C, Å � �, %SubstitutionalB atom 1.563 1.590 0.043 2.783.125 1.593 0.046 2.976.25 1.598 0.051 3.3012.5 1.597 0.050 3.23InterstitialB atom 1.538 1.576 0.029 1.873.03 1.581 0.034 2.205.88 1.591 0.044 2.8411.1 1.567 0.020 1.29the interstitial boron atom, the di�erene is an orderof magnitude larger, about �1729:5meV. In partiular,our preliminary estimates show that the impurity solu-tion energy may derease by about 25% for the inter-stitial boron atom and by more than 50% for the sub-stitutional boron atom ompared to alulations thatdo not take loal lattie relaxations into aount. Weonlude that any simulations of the boron doping indiamond must inlude the e�et of loal relaxations.896



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 4, 2008 Ground-state properties of boron-doped diamondTable 3. Contribution to the total energy of BBDdue to loal lattie relaxations (the relaxation energyErel) alulated for two models, with substitutionaland interstitial boron atomsSystem nB, at.% Erel, eVSubstitutionalB atom 1.563 �0:15033.125 �0:15006.25 �0:165312.5 �0:0949InterstitialB atom 1.538 �1:72953.03 �1:17235.88 �0:586411.1 �0:1190We studied the eletroni struture of BDD withthe boron atoms in the substitutional and intersti-tial positions for fully relaxed superells with 32 and64 atoms. The alulated densities of eletron statesalso behave di�erently for substitutional and intersti-tial boron atoms. The results of alulations are pre-sented in Figs. 4 and 5, where we show the density ofstates for 64-atom superells. This orresponds to theboron onentration 1.563 at.% for substitutional and1.538 at.% for interstitial positions of the impurities.We have to note that the alulated band gap about4.0 eV is 30% smaller than the experimental one, asexpeted for standard density-funtional-theory alu-lations. It slightly hanges with doping.In aordane with experiment [7℄ and previoustheoretial observations [11℄, our alulated densityof states for the substitutional boron atoms demon-strates a metalli harater, with a �nite number ofeletron states at the Fermi level. The valene bandwidth 21 eV is slightly hanged by doping with boronatoms, whih introdues holes in the diamond valeneband, and pushes bands up. We see that for BDDwith nB = 1:563 at.% with boron in the substitu-tional positions, a shallow aeptor band lies in a fewtenths of eletronvolt above the Fermi level and has theband width 0.5 eV, in good agreement with experiment(0.37 eV [35℄) and previous theoretial data (0.60 eVfor nB = 2:6 at.% [11℄). The value of the total densityof states at the Fermi level in our alulations is 0.029state per eV per diamond unit ell, whih is very loseto the values about 0.03 state per eV per diamond unitell reported in Refs. [8, 11℄. We �nd that loal lat-tie relaxations due to the presene of a substitutional
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Fig. 4. Total (TDOS, a) and partial loal density ofstates (PDOS) at a boron atom in the substitutionalposition (b), a arbon atom nearest to the boron atom(), and a arbon atom most distant from the boronatom (d) alulated for 64 atoms superell. All ionipositions are fully relaxed. Energy is given relative tothe Fermi energyboron atom lead to very small hanges in the eletronistruture of the material. The value of the total densityof states at the Fermi level alulated for the superellwith all the atoms plaed at the ideal positions of thediamond lattie is 0.063 eV, and the width of the a-eptor band is larger by about 0.1 eV ompared to thealulations with fully relaxed ioni positions.We next ompare our alulated atom-projeteddensity of states for boron and arbon for the systemwith 1.563% of boron atoms at substitutional positionsin diamond. We �nd that the loal density of states forthe boron atom at the Fermi level is two times largerthan for p-eletrons at arbon atoms. From Fig. 4, we12 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 4 897
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Fig. 5. The same as in Fig. 4 for a boron atom in theinterstitial positionan learly see the deloalized harater of the holesintrodued by the boron doping. Indeed, from om-parison of Figs. 4 and 4d, where we show the den-sity of states at the arbon atoms that are nearest toand more distant from the boron impurity, we onludethat the aeptor states are almost unhanged betweenthese two atoms. The deloalized harater of the holestates is in agreement with metalli behavior of BDDwith high level of doping [7; 11℄.It follows from Fig. 5 that in ontrast to sam-ples with substitutional impurities, an interstitial boronatom indues additional states in the band gap for thebulk diamond. This is due to ompletely saturatedhemial bonds in diamond, whih fore eletrons fromthe boron atom to form a donor state. Beause of thehigh level of doping, the states form a narrow band.From the atom-projeted density of states, we on-lude that neither the s- nor the p-eletrons of boronontribute to the valene band density of states (statesin the energy range from �4 to �25 eV in Fig. 5), inontrast to the ase with the substitutional boron. It is

easy to see from Fig. 5b that the s- and p-eletrons ofboron are well separated near the Fermi level and theboron p-eletrons form a donor band with the widthabout 0.5 eV for 1.538 at.% of the interstitial boron.Boron s-eletrons form their own donor subband 1 eVbelow the Fermi level. The loal density of states forarbon atoms shows that the s- and p-eletrons in thevalene band are also separated and their shape is verylose to that of arbon in the substitutional ase. Com-paring the density of states at the arbon atoms thatare nearest or distant neighbors of the boron interstitialimpurity (Figs. 5 and 5d), we an see that boron-in-dued donor states are quite loalized at boron sites.Indeed, there is a substantial ontribution from thesestates at neighboring arbon atoms but it virtually dis-appears for distant atoms.Therefore, the obtained results for systems withsubstitutional boron atoms are in better agreementwith experiment. To the best of our knowledge, thereare no experimental reports on the donor states inBDD, whih makes the presene of individual intersti-tial boron atoms in the samples rather unlikely.4. CONCLUSIONSIn summary, we have arried out ombinedexperimental ab initio studies of the in�uene ofboron doping on the equilibrium lattie parameterand the bulk modulus of diamond. The alulateddependenes of the ground-state parameters on thedopant onentration an be used for an interpretationof experimental results. The alulations show aninrease in the lattie parameter with inreasingboron onentration with a larger slope in the aseof interstitial impurities ompared to samples withboron atoms at substitutional positions. The e�etof ioni relaxations on the lattie parameter for allsuperells under onsideration is found to be small,although the loal lattie relaxations ontribute on-siderably to the total energy of BDD. It was foundthat substitutional and interstitial boron atoms a�etground-state properties and the eletroni struturein di�erent ways. The eletroni struture hangessigni�antly near the Fermi level. The eletrons ofa substitutional boron atom form aeptor bands,while the donor bands are observed for interstitialboron atoms. Based on the omparison of the resultsof alulations with experimental data, we onludethat the boron atoms substitute the arbon atoms indiamond rather than oupy interstitial positions. Wenote, however, that we onsidered only isolated boron898
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